Clinical and Laboratory Findings in Dogs Undergoing Adjuvant Chemotherapy with Gemcitabine/Carboplatin Combination for Mammary Neoplasia
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ABSTRACT

Adjuvant chemotherapy might be indicated in some canine mammary cancer cases due to metastatic potential. In this study, studies to determine adverse events following chemotherapy protocols are valuable. The purpose of this prospective clinical trial was to evaluate the safety and tolerability of gemcitabine and carboplatin combination in dogs with malignant mammary tumors. For this prospective clinical trial, 21 female dogs mastectomized due to malignant mammary neoplasia underwent adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine (3 mg/kg, 60-minute IV infusion) and carboplatin (10 mg/kg, 20-minute IV infusion) based protocol every 21 days for three cycles. They were monitored periodically for treatment-related adverse events by clinical and laboratory evaluations. A total of 17 (80.9%) dogs developed leucopenia, 10 (47.6%) neutropenia, and 15 (71.4%) thrombocytopenia at least once along with three chemotherapy cycles. All of these hematologic toxicities were grade 1, 2, or 3. Two (9.5%) animals had evidence of gastrointestinal toxicity; however, clinical signs were mild to moderate (grades 1 and 2). No dog had life-threatening adverse events (grade 4) or even died (grade 5) of treatment-related complications. The adjuvant chemotherapy protocol with gemcitabine and carboplatin was well-tolerated and safe in female dogs for mammary cancer treatment with self-limiting hematological and gastrointestinal adverse events.
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INTRODUCTION

Mammary tumors are the most common neoplasms in female dogs. They have genetic, anatomopathological, and clinical similarities with human breast cancer. The recommended treatment for canine mammary cancer is surgical excision (Cassali et al., 2020; Sorenmo et al., 2020). Adjuvant chemotherapy is indicated in some cases of malignant neoplasms due to metastatic potential (Lavalle et al., 2012) although it might lead to several side effects, mainly myelosuppression and gastrointestinal (GI) disorders (Rodaski et al., 2008). The toxicity occurs since chemotherapeutic agents do not target exclusively neoplastic cells, but high mitotic rate cells, including the regular ones (Rodaski et al., 2008; Gustafson and Bailey, 2020).

Chemotherapy protocols in companion animals may be linked to a good quality of life and extended long-term survival. However, the potential for adverse events that impact the overall quality of life should be taken into consideration (Vail, 2009). This emphasizes the importance of detailed studies on the drug doses and administration frequencies in veterinary cancer patients in order to increase success rates with as few side effects as possible (Medeiros, 2017). Gemcitabine is an antineoplastic drug that requires cell absorption and intracellular phosphorylation to act (Garnett et al., 2016). Doses ranging from 350 to 1,000 mg/m² (IV) are known to cause the least side effects (Lana et al., 2007; Dominguez et al., 2009) related to hematologic, dermatological, GI, and renal disturbances (Rodaski et al., 2008).

Gemcitabine administration has also been found to sensitize the neoplastic cell to a better carboplatin action (Silva et al., 2018). Carboplatin belongs to the second generation of platinum compounds. The drug acts through covalent binding to DNA through displacement reactions resulting in bifunctional lesions and intrastrand crosslinks (Fichtinger-Schepman et al., 1985). Carboplatin has less toxicity than other anticancer agents from the same group (Wagstaff et al., 1989). Side effects observed are nausea and vomiting, nephrotoxicity as well as myelosuppression with neutropenia and thrombocytopenia (Selmic et al., 2014). Lavalle et al. (2012) demonstrated that dogs with malignant mammary tumors treated with carboplatin after surgical excision had a statistically significant longer overall survival when compared with animals submitted to surgical treatment alone.
An in vitro study showed that gemcitabine and carboplatin decreased cell proliferation, increased apoptosis, and induced cell cycle disruption. Cell cycle interruption and apoptosis were higher when both drugs were administered in sequence (Anjos et al., 2012). The true utility of gemcitabine might act as a potentiator of carboplatin cytotoxicity (Dominguez et al., 2009). The success of combination chemotherapy over single-agent treatment is providing maximal cell kill within the range of tolerable toxicity, accomplishing more interaction between the chemotherapeutic agents and tumor cell population, and slowing the development of cellular drug resistance (Gustafson and Bailey, 2020). Gemcitabine and carboplatin in combination therapy have been evaluated for the treatment of canine osteosarcoma (McMahon et al., 2011) and varied carcinomas (Dominguez et al., 2009). In addition, it is one of the regimens recommended for mammary cancer in dogs (Cassali et al., 2020) although there are no previous studies on toxicity and safety of gemcitabine and carboplatin doublet therapy for canine malignant mammary tumors as far as one can tell from the literature.

In veterinary medicine, there is a lack of studies on the toxicity of chemotherapy regimens. In this context, the aim of this prospective clinical trial was to assess the adverse events, safety, and tolerability of adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine and carboplatin combination for mammary cancer in female dogs through clinical and laboratory evaluations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical approval
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on the Use of Animals of Universidade Federal Fluminense with the verdict number 279/12. In addition, written informed consent was obtained from owners to authorize the study.

Patients
The present study was conducted at the Professor Firmino Mársico Filho Veterinary Teaching Hospital, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil from March 2012 to December 2013.

Dogs were enrolled in this prospective study according to the following criteria: (1) at least one histopathologically confirmed malignant mammary neoplasia; (2) surgical treatment of disease by unilateral or bilateral mastectomy in cases of nodules in one or both mammary chains, respectively; (3) no previous history of cancer; and (4) disease stage I to IV by modified TNM staging system based on WHO classification (Owen, 1980), which means the absence of distant metastasis suggestion by 3-view radiographic examination of the thorax and abdominal ultrasonography.

After the mastectomy, mammary chain resected were fixed in 10% buffered formalin solution for 48 hours, embedded in paraffin, and cut in 5 μm sections. Tumor sections were stained by hematoxylin and eosin, then classified according to Cassali’s histopathological criteria (Cassali et al., 2020). Tumor histological type and grade, regional lymph node status, and resection margin status were obtained. These data associated with cancer disease staging and owner willingness to offer an antineoplastic treatment determined whether or not to start adjuvant chemotherapy. In cases of multiple types of mammary tumors in the same dog, the clinical decision-making for adjuvant chemotherapy treatment was based on the most aggressive tumor type and grade.

Chemotherapy administration
The chemotherapy protocol consisted of three cycles. The interval between cycles was 21 days. Dogs received gemcitabine at a dose of 3 mg/kg (Rodaski and De Nardi, 2008) IV over 60 minutes. The carboplatin was administered 5 minutes after gemcitabine through the same catheter at a dose of 10 mg/kg (Rodaski and De Nardi, 2008; Dominguez et al., 2009) IV for 20 minutes. Before, between, and after chemotherapy administrations, 25 ml/kg/hour of 0.9% saline solution was administered as recommended for platinum-derived protocols (Repetti and Daleck, 2007). As chemotherapy-induced toxicity prophylaxis, ondansetron hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg PO every 12 hours) was given for 6 days and starting 3 days before each chemotherapy session for all dogs. In addition, immediately before anticancer agents infusion, ondansetron (0.5 mg/kg IV), ranitidine hydrochloride (1.0 mg/kg SC) and promethazine (1.0 mg/kg IV) were administered (Viana, 2007).

Adverse events evaluation
Adverse events were graded according to the Veterinary Cooperative Oncology Group - Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events following investigational therapy in dogs and cats (LeBlanc et al., 2021) based upon clinical and laboratory evaluations (E). About 20 days after mastectomy and before the first cycle of adjuvant chemotherapy, baseline clinical and laboratory evaluations (E0) were performed. Table 1 shows the schedule of chemotherapy cycles as well as clinical and laboratory evaluations. Dogs were evaluated on days 0, 15, 20, 36, 41, 57 and 62, identified as E0, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5 and E6, respectively, for this 63-day study. The female dogs were subjected to blood count tests from
E0 to E6 and serum biochemistry and urinalysis with urine protein-creatinine ratio exams in E0, E2, E4, and E6. These findings were accounted for as laboratory changes. Clinical evaluation and complete blood counts (including manual white blood cell differential) were also performed on E1, E2, and E5. Clinical evaluation from E0 to E6 included physical examination, abdominal palpation, cardiopulmonary auscultation, oral, and ocular mucosa examination, as well as monitoring of weight, temperature, and hydration status. Besides, clinical history and anamnesis were carried out with the dog’s owner with regard to appetite, vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, and other non-ordinary events related to antineoplastic drugs side effects.

Table 1. Schedule of clinical and laboratory evaluations (E0 to E6) and the three cycles of gemcitabine and carboplatin combination chemotherapy performed on female dogs with mammary cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Chemotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>E0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E5</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>E6</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>E7</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Clinical</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Urinalysis</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blood count</td>
<td>Serum biochemistry</td>
<td>Urinalysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Adverse events managing
Toxicity management varied according to tumor type and grade from chemotherapy cycle delay to symptomatic or prophylactic therapy prescription.

Statistical analysis
In the clinical trial, one-way analysis of variance (Dunn, 1964; Scheffé, 1999) and the paired Student’s t-test considered GI toxicosis (emesis, diarrhea, hyporexia, and weight loss) and other clinical toxicity (such as lethargy, fever, hypothermia). The laboratory findings were hematological (complete blood count, global leukometry, neutrophil count, platelet count, red blood cells, haemoglobin, and hematocrit) and metabolic toxicoses (increase in creatinine, urea, alanine aminotransferase [ALT] and alkaline phosphatase [ALP], decrease in serum albumin, and increase in urine protein-creatinine ratio). The abnormal parameters taken were classified into five degrees (LeBlanc et al., 2021).

RESULTS

Patients’ characteristics
A total of 98 female dogs met the inclusion criteria. From these, 77 were excluded from the current study for the following reasons: (1) not having chemotherapy indication, since they had stage I disease and low aggressive tumors; (2) their owners declining the adjuvant chemotherapy recommendation; or (3) were dogs undergoing a different chemotherapy protocol. Finally, a total of 21 female dogs of varying ages and breeds, including mixed breed dogs, with mammary cancer met inclusion criteria and were enrolled for this prospective clinical trial. Seven (33.3%) dogs were spayed and 14 (66.7%) dogs were not. The mean age was 10.4 years (range 7-14 years). There were eight (38.09%) Poodles Toy, four (19.04%) mixed breed dogs, two (9.52%) Daschunds, one (4.76%) Bichon Frise, one (4.76%) Border Collie, one (4.76%) Bull Terrier, one (4.76%) Rottweiler, one (4.76%) English Cocker Spaniel, one (4.76%) Brazilian Terrier and one (4.76%) Pinscher. The mean weight was 11.5 kg (ranged from 3.1 to 37.5 kg) wherein 16 dogs were above 15.0 kg. The time interval between surgery and initiation of chemotherapy was approximately 21 days (range 16–44 days). No significant correlation between toxicity and age, breed, or even weight was found.

Staging, tumor type, and grade
With regards to disease staging, 47.6% (n = 10/21), 28.6% (n = 6/21), 19.1% (n = 4/21) and 4.7% (n = 1/21) of the animals were stage I, II, III and IV, respectively. The most common mammary tumor type was carcinoma in a mixed
tumor grade II (66.6%, n = 14/21), followed by tubular carcinoma grade II (19.0%, n = 4/21), papillar carcinoma grade II, solid carcinoma grade III, and carcinosarcoma grade II (4.8%, n = 1/21 each). No significant correlation between toxicity and cancer stage, tumor type, or grade was found. Ten animals received adjuvant chemotherapy due to tumor size over 3 cm (six dogs stage II plus four dogs stage III) and one because of positive lymph node metastasis (stage IV). Among these animals, two dogs stage III had more aggressive tumor types such as carcinosarcoma grade II and solid carcinoma grade III. All female dogs with stage I cancer had mammary tumor grade II and underwent chemotherapy by owners’ voluntary choice. The clients were aware that no scientific evidence of adjuvant chemotherapy benefits for grade II malignant mammary tumors is available, but they were concerned about metastatic disease potential and therefore opted for adjuvant treatment after surgery.

**Laboratory findings**

The main hematological changes during all three adjuvant chemotherapy cycles were leukopenia (43 events in 126 blood count exams), neutropenia (24 events in 126 exams), and thrombocytopenia (38 events in 126 exams). About 80.9% (n = 17/21) of the female dogs had leukopenia at least once from E1 to E6 (43 events in 17 dogs). A higher incidence of grades 1 (global leukometry 5,499-6,000/µl) and 2 leukopenia (global leukometry 3,499-5,500/µl) was noticed in 39.5% (n = 17/43 each), followed by grade 3 leukopenia (global leukometry 1,499-3,500/µl) (Figure 1) that summed up 21.0% (n = 9/43) of events. The most severe episodes of leukopenia happened in E1 (blood count 14 days after the first chemotherapy session) and E4 (blood count before the third session). However, only leukopenia in E1 was statistically significant (p < 0.05) when compared to leukopenia in E2, E3, E4, E5, and E6.

With regards to neutropenia, 47.6% (n = 10/21) of animals had it at least once from E1 to E6. To sum up all 24 episodes of neutropenia (24 events in 10 dogs), 66.7% (n = 16/24) were grade 1 (Absolute Neutrophil Count [ANC] 1,500-3,000/µl), 20.8% (n = 5/24) were grade 2 (ANC 1,000-1,499/µl) and 12.5% (n = 3/24) were grade 3 (ANC 500-999/µl, Figure 2). Two animals (a 19.7 kg Mixed Breed dog and a 25.0 kg Border Collie) had grade 3 neutropenia and one of them (Border Collie) showed afebrile grade 3 neutropenia again later (Neutrophil count = 925/µl). Neutropenia had a higher frequency and was statistically significant (p < 0.05) on blood count after the first chemotherapy cycle (E1). No animal had febrile neutropenia.

Around 38.1% of female dogs (n = 8/21) had a delayed or second nadir about 19 days after chemotherapy administration, totaling 12 neutropenia events in E2, E4, and E6. About 71.4% (n = 15/21) of the female dogs had thrombocytopenia at least once from E1 to E6 (38 events in 15 dogs). Thrombocytopenia was more frequently detected in the blood count after the second (E3) and third (E5) chemotherapy sessions (Figure 3). It was mild / grade 1 (platelet count 100,000-200,000/µl) in most events (68.4%, n = 26/38). Grade 2 (platelet count 50,000-99,000/µl) and grade 3 (platelet count 25,000-49,000/µl) thrombocytopenia were observed in 18.4% (n = 7/38) and 13.2% (n = 5/38) of cases, respectively. The decrease in platelet count was highly significant (p < 0.0001) in E3, considerably significant (p < 0.001) in E1 and E5, and significant (p < 0.05) in E2, E4, and E6. The most severe thrombocytopenia cases occurred in E3 and E5 blood counts (both platelet count = 40,000/µl), performed 14 days after the second and the third chemotherapy sessions, respectively.

No animal had anemia during this clinical trial. Finally, descriptive analyzes of the different events (leukopenia, neutropenia, and thrombocytopenia), related to toxicity degree and chemotherapy cycle, showed a higher hematological adverse event in E1, E3, and E5 control blood counts with E1 being the most severe. It is noteworthy that one 12-year-old Poodle breed dog (4.7%, n = 1/21) did not present myelosuppression at any time from E0 to E6. No dog developed elevations in hepatic or renal values during treatment. Nonetheless, one animal already had a pre-existing grade 4 elevation in ALT (1,440U/l) and grade 1 in ALP (246U/l) at the beginning of the study and before hepatopathy treatment. No other female dog had abnormalities noted on pretreatment clinical and laboratory evaluations (E0).

**Figure 1.** Number of leukopenia events (n = 43) distributed in grades from E1 to E6 in 21 female dogs who underwent adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine and carboplatin combination. E1: 14 days (nadir) after first chemotherapy cycle; E2: 2 days before the second chemotherapy cycle; E3: 14 days (nadir) after second chemotherapy cycle; E4: 2 days before the third chemotherapy cycle; E5 and E6: 14 (nadir) and 19 days after third chemotherapy cycle, respectively.

Clinical findings

Clinical signs of GI toxicity were based on episodes of emesis, diarrhea, hyporexia, and weight loss. Only two dogs (9.5%, n = 2/21) had vomiting and diarrhea both a few days after the first chemotherapy session. One animal, a nine-year-old Bull Terrier, was classified with GI toxicity grade 1, and the other, a seven-year-old Border Collie, grade 2. The constitutional clinical sign of lethargy was reported by owners in three female dogs (14.3%, n = 3/21) and occurred only after the first chemotherapy cycle, classified as grade 1. Regarding other clinical adverse events, no animal had another GI sign or even other constitutional clinical (fever, hypothermia and weight loss), allergic, cardiac, dermatologic, ear and labyrinth, hemorrhagic, musculoskeletal/soft tissue, neurological, ocular, respiratory nor genitourinary disorders.

Adverse events managing

Neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and GI signs lead to adverse events management protocols, which varied according to toxicity type and grade. Neutropenia grades 2 and 3, as well as grade 1 when ANC was under 2,500/μl, led to treatment delay of 2 to 7 days considering the severity and individual recovery time. Therefore, around 11.2% (n = 7/63) of chemotherapy cycles were postponed due to neutropenia events in E2 (n = 2/7) and E4 (n = 5/7) in 5 dogs. The two animals that showed neutropenia under cutoff value in E2, presented neutopenia again in E4. Hemogram was performed every 48 or 72 hours for neutropenic dogs and the chemotherapy session delayed was retaken when ANC reached 2,500/μl.

Prophylactic broad-spectrum antibiotic (enrofloxacin 5 mg/kg PO every 12 hours for 7 days) was prescribed for two dogs with afebrile grade 3 neutropenia with ANC under 750/μl (both in the nadir of first chemotherapy cycle, one in E1, and other in E2). One of those dogs presented afebrile grade 3 neutropenia once again in E4 (nadir of second chemotherapy cycle) nevertheless antibiotic was not prescribed since ANC was 925/μl, which is over 750/μl (Bisson et al., 2020).

Thrombocytopenia grades 3 and 2 when platelets were under 75,000/μl led to chemotherapy administration delay in 2 to 7 days considering the severity and individual recovery time. Thus, 4.8% (n = 3/63) chemotherapy cycles were postponed due to thrombocytopenia events in E2 (n = 2/3) and E4 (n = 1/3) given that one dog in E2 also had concurrent grade 3 neutropenia (ANC = 640/μl) contributing to session suspension. Hemogram was performed every 48 or 72 hours for thrombocytopenic dogs and the delayed chemotherapy session was retaken when platelets accomplished the cutoff value of 75,000/μl.

It is should be noted that neutropenia and thrombocytopenia under cutoff values occasioned chemotherapy delay only in E2 and E4 since those were the evaluations before chemotherapy sessions. Concerning GI adverse events (vomiting plus diarrhea) presented by two animals, diet adjustments, ondansetron (1.0 mg/kg PO every 12 hours), and omeprazole (1.0 mg/kg PO every 24 hours) were prescribed. No antineoplastic drug dosage has been reduced even for animals that previously showed adverse events. No dog had a life-threatening adverse event (grade 4) or even died (grade 5) of chemotherapy treatment-related complications in this clinical trial. No animal was hospitalized due to...
chemotherapy-related adverse events.

**Clinical outcomes**

Regarding treatment response, no dog had local recurrence nor metastasis (by 3-view radiographic examination of the thorax and abdominal ultrasonography 3 months after surgery) during the 63-day study period. After chemotherapy treatment, owners were recommended to bring their dogs for follow-up every three months to evaluate disease recurrence and metastasis. Nevertheless, 19 (90.5%) dogs lost follow-up along the long-term period of 60 months. Therefore, only two (9.5%) patients were enrolled in the overall survival time (OST) analysis (from surgical treatment to death). The first was a thirteen-year-old Daschund with carcinoma in a mixed tumor grade 2 and stage I. The latter was an eight-year-old Poodle with carcinoma in a mixed tumor grade 2 and stage III. The OST was 1,125 and 1,797 days, respectively. The cause of both deaths was unknown (information through pet owners’ phone contact).

**DISCUSSION**

The efficacy of systemic therapy for mammary gland tumors has not been confirmed according to the highest evidence-based standards, even though chemotherapy is routinely recommended for dogs with large tumors (tumor size > 3 cm diameter), lymph node metastasis, and aggressive tumor histology after surgery (Sorenmo et al., 2020) since these features are related to recurrence / distant metastasis and shorter survival time (Rasotto et al., 2017).

Although Coffee et al. (2020) found carboplatin-induced neutropenia and thrombocytopenia especially in dogs under 15.0 kg, the findings of the current study indicated no correlation between myelosuppression and body weight. However, it must be considered that the authors studied a canine population much larger than the current study (101 versus 21) which leads to higher statistical reliability. Interestingly, the dog that had the worst neutropenic events (two episodes of grade 2 neutropenia in E3 and E6 plus two episodes of grade 3 neutropenia in E2 and E4) was a seven-year-old 25kg Border Collie. In addition, the same canine had 3 thrombocytopenic events (one grade 1 episode in E5 and two grade 2 events in E2 and E3) and was one out of the two dogs that had vomiting (grade 2) and diarrhea (grade 1) after the first chemotherapy session. Border Collie breed dogs may have polymorphisms (Alves et al., 2011) and even nt230 (del4) ABCTB1 gene mutation (Dekel et al., 2017; Marelli et al., 2020), interfering with glycoprotein P substrates metabolism. Several chemotherapeutic agents have already been identified as substrates of the glycoprotein P (Mealey, 2004; Linardi and Natalini, 2006; Mealey et al., 2017), but gemcitabine and carboplatin were not so far. Thus, no PCR test for ABCTB1 mutation was requested for the Border Collie dog that showed exacerbated toxicity compared to other animals studied.

Bone marrow suppression is a frequently encountered chemotherapy toxicity. The bone marrow cells divide rapidly, so it is a prime target since the activity of most anticancer agents is greatest in tissues with a high growth rate. The clinical result of myelosuppression is varying degrees of peripheral blood cytopenias (MacDonald, 2009). Indeed leukopenia, neutropenia, and thrombocytopenia were the most common hematological findings along 126 blood count exams (from E1 to E6) in 21 canines during gemcitabine and carboplatin doublet treatment. However, these blood adverse events were considered acceptable since most were grade 1 and no grade 4 or 5 were found. As with other authors (Dominguez et al., 2009; McMahon et al., 2011), the hematological toxicosis observed in dogs was minimal to moderate. The most frequent side effects in humans were hematological, mainly thrombocytopenia and neutropenia (Maisano et al., 2011). In the current study, leukopenia was also considered statistically significant in dogs in addition to thrombocytopenia and neutropenia. However, it should be considered that only neutropenia and thrombocytopenia are considered for clinical judgment and decision making.

In humans with lung cancer undergoing gemcitabine and carboplatin chemotherapy, a quarter of patients developed myelosuppression grades 3 and 4, as another quarter showed no sign of myelosuppression (Gréen et al., 2016). In the current study, about one-third of the animals (28.6%, n = 6/21) had grade 3 leukopenia at some point of the treatment while one female dog (4.7%, n = 1/21) did not present myelosuppression at any time. The results of the current study are similar to another research in dogs (Dominguez et al., 2009) that found grades 3 and 4 neutropenia in 32% of canines (n = 12/37) and to a pilot study in cats (Martinez-Ruzafa et al., 2009) in which two animals (14.3%, n = 2/14) developed grade 3 or 4 neutropenia. However, grades 3 and 4 neutropenia were substantially more frequent (65%) with the same antineoplastic drugs in humans (Usami et al., 2010). Regarding this discrepancy in toxicity, the doses employed for humans are different from dogs and cats, and so is the incidence of adverse events.

Neutropenia is usually the most serious and dose-limiting cytopenia associated with chemotherapeutic drug administration. Animals with neutropenia that are afebrile and asymptomatic should have chemotherapy delayed for a few days to one week based on the severity (MacDonald, 2009), as it was done in the current study in 11.2% of chemotherapy cycles (n = 7/63). Even though neutropenia was detected in 47.6% (n = 10/21) of dogs in the current study, febrile neutropenia was observed in none of the cases as expected since this event is more common with other
anticancer agents use, such as vincristine, doxorubicin (Britton et al., 2014) and lomustine (Cunha et al., 2017). Pyrexia accompanying neutropenia is a more clinical concern than if a patient is febrile and clinically well, as it indicates the probable presence of infection (Bisson et al., 2018). Since all neutropenia reported in this clinical trial were febrile and dogs did not show alterations at clinical screening or the owner’s questionnaire, antimicrobial prophylaxis was not prescribed for animals with grades 1 and 2 neutropenia. Two animals had grade 3 neutropenia, both clinically well, but due to ANC under 750/µl, antibiotic was prescribed according to Bisson et al. (2020) and Fournier et al. (2017) recommendation for ANC cutoff for antimicrobial prophylaxis. The enrofloxacin was chosen for antimicrobial prophylaxis due to other authors’ guidance (Thamm and Vail, 2007; Vail, 2009; Boudreaux, 2014; Gustafson and Bailey, 2020). One of those two dogs showed afebrile grade 3 neutropenia (ANC = 925/µl) again, but antibiotic was not prescribed this time since ANC was over 750/µl (Bisson et al., 2018; Bisson et al., 2020) and the animal did not have risk factors, such as hematological malignancies, concomitant disease, or weight less than 14kg - was a 25kg Border Collie (Bisson et al., 2018).

Chemotherapy cycles were delayed in 23.8% (n = 5/21) of animals, while McMahon et al. (2011) deferred treatment in 12% (n = 6/50) and Dominguez et al. (2009) in 18.9% (n = 7/37) of dogs mainly due to neutropenia severity. On the other hand, in a study with cats (Martinez-Ruzafa et al., 2009) receiving gemcitabine (2mg/kg IV) on days 1 and 8 and carboplatin (10mg/kg IV) on day 1, the findings indicated that 6 out of 14 cats (42.9%) experienced treatment delays. If instead of 2,500/µl we had opted for a lower ANC cutoff value, such as 1,500/µl, as recommended by other authors (MacDonald, 2009), we probably would have reported less delayed sessions.

Dose reductions are deleterious to the optimum delivery of chemotherapy (Gustafson and Bailey, 2020). For that reason, no antineoplastic drugs dosage has been reduced for animals that previously showed adverse events in the current trial inasmuch as no grade 4 toxicity has occurred as recommended by MacDonald (2009) and different from Dominguez et al. (2009) who decided for gemcitabine and carboplatin dose reduction of 25% as a result of grade 3 neutropenia in one dog. McMahon et al. (2011) administrated the combination of carboplatin and gemcitabine in 50 dogs every 21 days. They reduced carboplatin dosage 15 times in 6 dogs (12%) during treatment cycles 2 and 3 due to grade 3 and 4 neutropenia, grade 3 thrombocytopenia, grade 2 lethargy, and grade 2 anorexia. Guidelines for dose adjustments of anticancer agents are not standardized, and the administrations are done empirically (10% to 25% dose reduction) whenever severe or unacceptable hematologic or GI toxicosis has happened (Gustafson and Bailey, 2020).

The nadir varies with individual drugs, however, it commonly occurs 5-10 days after chemotherapy administration (MacDonald, 2009). Around 38.1% of female dogs (n = 8/21) had a delayed or a second nadir about 19 days (E2, E4, and E6) after the chemotherapy session probably due to carboplatin use (Chun et al., 2007). Thrombocytopenia cutoff value of 75,000/µl followed MacDonald (2009) recommendation. Given the fact that anemia is a rare treatment-related event (MacDonald, 2009), we indeed was expected no anemia report in the current study. Considering that our study lasted 63 days, even if chemotherapeutic agents affected red cells development in bone marrow, we would not have enough time to evaluate since the canine erythrocyte lifespan is about 110 days (Lindena et al., 1986).

A study in dogs receiving gemcitabine 2mg/kg by slow intravenous infusion, followed by carboplatin 10mg/kg on day 1, gemcitabine alone on day 8, and then repeating the cycle on day 21, reported minimal to moderate hematological toxicity (Dominguez et al., 2009). Another research on dogs with osteosarcoma using gemcitabine 2mg/kg followed by carboplatin 300mg/m² both by intravenous infusion and repeating the cycle on day 22 concluded that the hematological toxicity of this protocol was acceptable (McMahon et al., 2011). In the present study, hematological adverse events were also considered mild to moderate. Besides, gemcitabine was infused first followed by carboplatin to avoid antagonistic effects. Further, this infusion order is considered more effective since provides synergism between chemotherapeutic agents (Wang et al., 2010).

Even though there are reports of renal function changes related to these drugs (Calvert et al., 1989; Barabas et al., 2008), no renal toxicity degree was observed. It is known that platinum derivatives tend to predispose to renal toxicity. However, when compared to cisplatin, carboplatin has been shown to be significantly less toxic (Dominguez et al., 2009). Moreover, one dog already had increased ALT (grade 4) and ALP (grade 1) activities in E0 (before the first chemotherapy session). Nevertheless, due to hepatopathy treatment (Silimarini 20mg/kg every 12 hours PO), those parameters were normalized along with the clinical trial period even with chemotherapy maintenance. The animal presented grade 2 ALT and grade 1 ALP when started the first chemotherapy cycle. Given the dog did not have marked enzyme activities increasing along with the treatment (E1 to E6), hepatotoxicity was not considered to be an important adverse effect of gemcitabine and carboplatin combined protocol. In this context, no degree of treatment-related hepatic or renal toxicity was observed in the current study. Liver toxicity due to gemcitabine has not been observed in humans either (Toschi et al., 2005; Saif, 2010).

In 20 human patients treated with gemcitabine and carboplatin, nausea and vomiting were not commonly observed (Usami et al., 2010) similar to the current study in which only two female dogs (9.5%, n = 2/21) had vomiting and diarrhea after the first chemotherapy session and no longer in the subsequent cycles even with the maintenance of antineoplastic agents dosages for following sessions. Martinez-Ruzafa et al. (2009) and Dominguez et al. (2009) studied
tolerability of gemcitabine (2mg/kg IV) on days 1 and 8 and carboplatin (10mg/kg IV) on day 1 in cats and dogs, respectively, with carcinomas from different origins. The former found GI toxicity in 4 out of 14 cats (28.6%) while the latter observed mild to moderate severity and self-limiting GI signs in 27 out of 37 dogs (73.0%). Although both studies reported higher rates of GI adverse events, compared to the findings of the current study, they administered gemcitabine twice totaling 4mg/kg for cycles whereas 3mg/kg was used once for each chemotherapy cycle in the present research. Using carboplatin and gemcitabine combination every 21 days, McMahon et al. (2011) observed 17 episodes of grade 1 or 2 GI toxicity in 26% of dogs (n = 13/50), including anorexia, nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting. The GI toxicity signs management with diet adjustments, antiemetic (ondansetron), and proton pump inhibitor (omeprazole) was performed according to Gustafson and Bailey (2020) recommendations.

Given the prophylactic medication, the vomiting low rate might be due to ondansetron prescription. It means that the incidence and degree of GI toxicosis may be underestimated in the current study. Nevertheless, Dominguez et al. (2009) also used concurrent metoclopramide as prophylactic antiemetic medication in 22 of 37 dogs and found GI toxicosis in 27 animals (73%, n = 27/37), which is considerably higher than the results of the present study. This could be related to gemcitabine only once administered in the present protocol or even to ondansetron superiority over metoclopramide as an antiemetic for dogs receiving chemotherapy. Metoclopramide had no effect on either vomiting or nausea for dogs treated with cisplatin while 5-HT3 receptor antagonist ondansetron demonstrates greater antiemetic and anti-nausea efficacy over metoclopramide and maropitant (Kenward et al., 2017).

Less frequent adverse events have been reported in humans by some authors, such as acute myocardial infarction, skin rash, thrombosis, or pulmonary embolism (Fidias et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009), pulmonary toxicity (Baig et al., 2019), neurotoxicity (Joerger et al., 2002; McWhinney et al., 2009), skin fibrosis (Hashimoto et al., 2011), and skin necrosis (Holstein et al., 2010), even though these effects were not observed in the current study.

Most veterinary patients enjoy a good quality of life while on chemotherapy treatment (MacDonald, 2009) as seen in the present study. Therefore, anticipating and managing adverse events is essential to allow chemotherapeutic administration modifications and improve the quality of life of dogs during treatment (Gustafson and Bailey, 2020).

Chemotherapy may fail due to unacceptable toxicity (Gustafson and Bailey, 2020). The knowledge of gemcitabine and carboplatin doublet therapy main side effects in canine cancer patients, especially in a homogeneous group, including same tumor (mammary neoplasm) and treatment objective (adjuvant therapy following mastectomy), is essential on veterinary oncologist practicing. Understanding drug activity and chemotherapy toxicity, can help the physician in treatment decision making and ensuring dog owners are appropriately educated as to the type and likelihood of adverse events and planning for appropriate preventive and therapeutic protocols to manage them (Vail, 2009; Gustafson and Bailey, 2020).

The lack of commitment of the owners with their animals’ follow-up led to insufficient information collection about disease-free intervals and overall survival time. Since we obtained the OST data of only two female canines (OST = 1,125 and 1,797 days) and no further information, it is not possible to evaluate the efficacy of gemcitabine and carboplatin doublet chemotherapy protocol in reducing disease recurrence and metastasis or increasing survival time.

The current prospective clinical trial had some limitations, including the small number of female dogs, evaluations lasting until the third chemotherapy cycle without further monitoring of most dogs, administration of only one schedule and dosage, and GI toxicity probably underestimated due to prophylactic ondansetron therapy. Therefore, further long-term follow-up studies aiming at survival time, therapeutic gain, maximum tolerated dose, biologically effective dose, and dosing schedule to make these drugs combination use more effective and less toxic as possible are required.

Even though novel drugs are a great promise for cancer treatment in animals, optimizing the use of currently already available agents might bring new benefits (Thamm and Gustafson, 2020). In this regard, both gemcitabine and carboplatin are medications known for decades, but there is still a lack of information about these chemotherapeutic agents association for use in dogs. The current study represented the first assessment of toxicity and safety of gemcitabine and carboplatin given in combination for mammary cancer adjuvant treatment in female dogs.

CONCLUSION

The adjuvant chemotherapy protocol with gemcitabine and carboplatin combination was well-tolerated and safe in female dogs with mammary cancer. Most hematological and GI adverse events were considered mild to moderate, but all self-limiting.
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